
Crochet pattern: Colourful crocheted bicycle saddle
Instructions No. 651

So your bike becomes an unmistakable unique piece: The colourful saddle cover is crocheted Cotton yarn and is individually adapted to your saddle while
working. With this instruction you will surely succeed in crocheting.

And so it goes:

For the basic form of the cover crochet 4 pentagons: crochet 8 ch to form a ring, crochet 15 tr in the ring. In the next round, 2 tr in 1 tr of the front round, 1 tr, 2
tr in 1 tr of the front round, 1 ch - repeat 4 more times. In the next two rows double again the first and last tr of the group and crochet 1 ch more between each
group.
Now crochet 3 pentagons together with dc, placing them left on left. To get an even triangle crochet the outside in the gaps as follows: 1 km in the middle ch, 2
dc, 6 tr, 6-8 double tr, 6 tr, 2 dc and 1 km.
Then crochet tr in rounds around the triangle until the width fits the seat of your bicycle saddle. Then attach the fourth pentagon at the front and fill the spaces
between the pentagons as described for the three pentagons. Then crochet again in rounds until the cover fits over your bicycle saddle.
For fixing crochet from two colours a long ch which-Chain, you then thread through the last tr wheel. Tip: One Safety pin makes the threading easier.

Shortcuts:
Mesh - M
Air stitch - Lm
Warp stitch - Km
fixed mesh - dc
half stick - hStb
Chopsticks - Stb
Round - Rd

Extra tip: Colour change

For a clean color change, you already work the last warp stitch with which you close the round with the new color 



Article number Article name Qty
361699-08 Schachenmayr "Catania"Colour 00208 1
361699-15 Schachenmayr "Catania"Colour 00115 1
361699-17 Schachenmayr "Catania"Colour 00402 1
396271-35 addi Swing Maxi wool crochet hookThickness 3,5 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
368124 Prym darning needle assortment, short 1
360302 Safety pins Prym, assorted 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/newsletter/
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